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RUBANGA, MADI&LIA are the Three Names in Madi language. Meaning RUBANGA, The Creator. From His Image, MADI, the first Man was created. And from The MADI Man's Two ribs, LIA, the first Woman was created. And all other things else in the Universe.
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MADI communicated, reaffirmed and asserted to Madiba (Madi community) that "names" are a sacred gift from Rubanga in which our secret Genetics codes and cultural codes about life are hidden.

RUBANGA, MADI&LIA are the Three Names in Madi language for RUBANGA, The Creator. From His Image, MADI, the first Man was created. And from The MADI Man's Two ribs, LIA, the first Woman was created. And all other things else in the Universe.

MADI and LIA were the first Madiba(Human Beings) RUBANGA have created from His image in the Sudani, Africa during the Seven Days creations in the Space in time.

As such RUBANGA, MADI and LIA were the sources of Human Genetics and Genes.

From the sources of Human Genetics and Genes, all other things in the Universe were created.

Creatively, " Rubanga created man in His own image and all other things else in the universe ("Bibilia), Genesis chapter 1". 
And the value of The Names are in The Bibilia, The original name of the African Holy Book.

Derived from Parabele (Philosophy of love, the main body of Religious dogma.) The phrase Parabele mean Parable of Love; Philosophy of Love; Thinkers, Poetry of Love and Philosophers between Mountains.

And BIBILIA AND BIBILE: The phrase BIBILIA mean The continuous regeneration leaves of Lia, periodic cycles of Lia and Bibilia also meaning Lia’s Monthly Menstrual cycle.

And based on LIA’s BIBILE: The phrase Bibile meaning Cycles of Love; Cycles of leaves Love; Bottom up Love and Bats Love, Buku known as “BIBILIA” WAS authored BY LIA. The original name of the African Holy Book. Creatively, Rubanga created man in His own image And all other things else in the Universe, Not Evolved as advocated by Charles Darwin, majority of Scientists and others in the Human Evolution.

the philosophy that have been underlined and detailed in Madi’s Creation revelation story. As such, Life had been predestined by RUBANGA. your before and after life records are recorded in your names. Not by Chance or Randomly as Scientists, Statisticians and Human Evolution advocates have believed in.

MADI Theory of Human Creations (MATHC) asserted that $R + ML(Squared) = Two Madiba$.

The Three variables = Two Madiba denoted: RUBANGA plus MADI&LIA(Squared) = Two Madiba.

$R + ML(Squared)= Two Madiba$, Expressed the relationships between Rubanga, Madi and Lia; the Three variables and Human population that constituted in the creations in the Three dimensions.

By applying MADI Theory of Human Creations (MATHC) Hypothesis; Human evolution and Natural selection is re-examined against RUBANGA, MADI and LIA were the sources of Human Genetics and GENES, compared and contrasted. When Human Genetics and GENES are applied in Human Creations and all other things else in the Universe, compared and contrasted to Charles Darwin’s, “analogy of Human evolution by Natural selection and once struck me that under these circumstances favorable variations would tend to be preserved, and unfavorable ones to be destroyed.” Human, Lion, Monkey and Ape periodic evolution from Human to animals and vise versus should have been possible but it is not.

And Natural disability should have Not existed. As such, The Human evolution conceptual framework from Monkey Apes to Human beings and Natural selection become irrelevant and discredited.

Arguably, RUBANGA must have created Himself and from His Image He created MADI and LIA.

RUBANGA self creation from nothing is the most fascinating portion of the Creation order.

Presumably, the above Biblical notion of creations could only be validated and asserted, unless how and where Human beings have originated from Africa are also inextricably linked with the origin of Vudri, Vua and Bua meaning the Earth, Universe and the Heaven. Ultimately, RUBANGA Bua, Vua tro Vudri
Tcidro satro. Meaning RUBANGA who is in the Heaven, in the Universe and in the whole World was finally achieved.

If the above Biblical statement is to be validated and held true, Intuitively and logically, Beroninga meaning Human Knowledge, Dini Lai meaning Religious Dogma and Madi Ido ka meaning Human origin must be retraceable back to RUBANGA.

RUBANGA Ni Loku. Meaning RUBANGA is The Truths.

RUBANGA, MADI&LIA WERE THE SOURCES OF HUMAN Genetics and GENES RUBANGA HAD CREATED IN THE SUDANI, AFRICA are the Truths about Humans, Earth and the origin of the Universe. Knowing the Truths about RUBANGA, never set you free, but you would have to learn and live with it.

Whether you believe in RUBANGA or not, I urged you think again. is the World population ready for War, Peace, Healing OR Love!

I'm greatly honored, Blessed and empowered By RUBANGA to have been able to write these book single handedly in Five Years; between NOV. 2011-NOV. 2016.

What you are reading are the Excerpts from the Book. Download and share it with your Friends. And the Book is shortly due for Publication!

Human Creation and Human Evolution have been the most controversial, divisive and Elusive issues that confronted Humanity.

Charles Darwin, majority of Scientists and Human Evolution advocates unanimously agreed that Human beings had evolved from Monkey Apes to Human beings. Though no Data are available that supported Human Evolution. Human Evolution were simply based on Bones fossils records observations without the sources of Genetics and Genes of the Bones fossils records to support the observations.

Human Evolution advocates and majority of the Scientists believed that Sciences are the solution to problems being faced by Humanity while they are not. Other Scientists even have illusion of being RUBANGA!(GOD) Atheists absolutely agreed with the illusion and Chinese Confucianism added to Human dilemma.

Contrary, Human ingenuity and creativity is half or 0.5 that of RUBANGA(GOD).

no Human being under any circumstances would be Superior to Rubanga.

The ongoing World Religious Leaders, Atheist, Scientists and many others attempted effort to unraveled the mystery of the Universe without understanding Human origin and the vital role Humanity played in the origin of the Universe; simply reaffirmed Human inability and limitation to comprehend who we really are in the Universe.

What Scientists have failed to grasped was that Sciences are just parts and parcel of disciplines in the Creations order. Creations Oder that included all other Disciplines of Human Civilization known to Mankind.

The failure of World Scientists in grasping and coming to terms with Sciences inability in explaining who we really are in the Universe added to further confusion and contradictions of existing Human civilizations. A Contradictions, unless
rectified would continually hinder Human ability in going forwards in the 21 Century.

Intuitively, there is no Science that could tell us more about Human origin and the Universe, than RUBANGA creations as embodied and asserted in "BIBILIA". BIBILIA ani Buku Dini dri ati ree. BIBILIA (the Holly Bible) was the first faith based Book on Religion.

Dini lai enga Dini gasi. Dini lai a dru Parabele. Parabele a gasi ido Lidri Kwe, meaning the Religious dogma were derived from Dini. and Parabele(Philosophy of love, is the main body of Religious dogma. And from Parabele meaning Philosophy of love, Tree of Life begun.

Dini meaning Religion. Dini(Religion) constituted the complete knowledge in BIBILIA (the Holly Bible). Creatively," Rubanga created man in His own image and all other things else in the Universe("Bibilia(Bible), Genesis chapter 1 ”

Rubanga creation were based on the conceptual frameworks of Leba, Bibile and Tubu.

The phrase Le and Ba are two words joined to form Leba meaning Love of the people; Love of creation; Love of placement; Love of Home and Bushbuck symbolized creations.

The phrase Bibile are two words, Bibi and Le joined to form Bibile meaning Cycles of Love; Cycles of leaves Love; Bottom up Love and Bats Love symbolized creations. And the phrase Tubu are two words, Tu and Bu joined to form Tubu.

Tubu meaning Building Block used for constructions; Tubu meaning entered into Cycles; Tubu meaning Ascend into Universe; Tubu entered into The hole; Tubu meaning ascended into the Heaven; Tubu meaning The hole in the Universe:

The Order variedly operates on Conceptual frameworks of Two Tubu meaning Building Blocks.

The scope of Building blocks, quite beyond the comprehension of most World Scientists.

RUBANGA, MADI & LIA WERE THE SOURCES OF HUMAN Genetics and GENES RUBANGA HAD CREATED IN THE SUDANI, AFRICA, was the beginning of the Universe, Earth, Human origin, Dini and African civilization.

Chapter One, question one Where and how Human being have originated from Africa? introduced the Universe, Earth, Human origin, Dini (Religion), Nile (Knowledge of Love) and African civilization.

Chapter one question one also revealed The Mystery of Creation Order.

Interestingly, the Contradictions in Dini Lai meaning Religious Dogma about Human Creation and Human Evolution have been addressed head on.

MADI and LIA were the first Madiba (Human Beings) RUBANGA have created from His image in the Sudani, Africa during the Seven Days creations in the Space in time. As such RUBANGA, MADI and LIA were the sources of Human Genetics and Genes.

From the sources of Human Genetics and Genes, all other things else in the Universe were created.

Creatively, " Rubanga created man in His own image and all other things else in the universe. Bibilia, Genesis chapter 1”.

MADI communicated, reaffirmed and asserted to Madi community that "names" are a sacred gift from Rubanga in which our secret Genetics codes and cultural codes about life are hidden.
And the value of The Names are in The Biblia(Bible), derived from Parabele, The phrase Parabele mean Parable of Love; Philosophy of Love; Thinkers Poetry of Love and Philosophers between Mountains. the philosophy that have been underlined and detailed in Madi's Creation revelation story. As such, Life had been predestined by RUBANGA. your before and after life records are recorded in your name. Not by Chance or Randomly as Scientists, Statisticians and Human Evolution advocates have believed in.

MADI Theory of Human Creations (MATHC) asserted that R + ML(Squared) = Two Madiba.

The Three variables = Two Madiba denoted: RUBANGA plus MADI&LIA(Squared) = Two Madiba.

RUBANGA plus MADI&LIA(Squared) = Two Madiba, Expressed the relationships between Rubanga, Madi and Lia; the Three variables and Human population that constituted in the creations in the Three dimensions.

RUBANGA, MADI AND LIA WERE THE SOURCES OF HUMAN GENETICS and Genes as detailed below:

1. RUBANGA:MADI:LIA:

RUBANG:MDI:L:
RNA:DNA:LA:
RA:MA:LA:
R + ML:

2. RUBANGA:MADI:LIA:= 14

RUBANG:MDI:L:= 10
RNA:DNA:LA:= 8
RA:MA:LA:= 6
RA + MA&LA = 6/3A
R + ML(Squared) = 2"A brief history of genetics and human genetics discoveries (Table 24.1)

"The field of genetics had been initiated by the work of Gregor Mendel who in 1865 proposed the basic laws of heredity based on the observations from breeding pea plants" This was followed by a number of other hallmark discoveries such as

"Thomas Morgan's experiments in 1910 with

the fruit fly (Drosophila) that revealed the existence of the sex chromosomes and confirmed that genes reside on chromosomes "In 1944 Oswald Avery, Colin Mcleod and Maclyn McCarthy discovered that DNA, and not protein, was the hereditary material in most living organisms Sugar Phosphate Nitrogeous Backbone Bose pair base

"The DNA helical structure identified by Watson and Crick in 1953. It was the work of Watson and Crick however that heralded the field of the 'New Genetics' by determining that the DNA molecule must have a helical structure to enable the replication of DNA ill cell division. "The initiation of the
Human Genome Project (HOP) in 1990, established as an international research effort with the goal of producing a variety of biological maps of human chromosomes and determining the complete chemical sequence of human DNA: the substance that makes up genes. All the genetic material in the cells of a particular living organism is referred to as its genome. The human genome thus describes all the genetic material found in a human cell."

For more information about the arrangement of this material into genes and chromosomes, see Genetics Fact Sheet 1


RUBANGA, MADI AND LIA were the sources of Humans GENETICS and Genes"The RNA, DNA and LA; Biology life on Earth Fourth Edition; By Teresa Audesirk &Gerald Audesirk"Pages 176 & 197, University of Colorado at Denver ISBN 0-13-368150-5 Published by Prentice-Hall, INC. 1996). Rubanga have created in the Sudani, Africa during the Seven Day's creation." And"Biology, IS therefore a Discipline IN THE CREATIONS Cycles."

MADI DNA ni MIDO DNA. meaning MADI DNA is MIDO DNA. Most importantly, Madi is the Language of creation andMIDO DNA meaning I had started/Nucleus Human DNA. RUBANGA meaning God's Creation therefore were the Foundations of the Universe, Earth, Human Creation, Madi Language, Dini lai meaning Religious dogma, Arami, meaning Believed by seeing, Nile meaning knowledge of Love and African civilization."Rubanga(God) created man in His own image and all other things else in the universe (Bibilia), Genesis chapter 1", "Izayia Chapter 18:, Verse 1-6; 'Disaster! Land of the whirring locust beyond the rivers of Cush,

"2 Who send ambassadors by sea, in little reed-boats across the waters! Go, swift messengers to a nation tall and bronzed, to a people feared far and near, a mighty and masterful nation whose country is criss-crossed with rivers."

3 All you who inhabit the world, 'you ho people the earth, when the signal is hoisted on the mountains, you will see, when the ram's-horn is sounded, you will hear.

4 For this is what Yahweh has told me, 'I shall sit here quietly looking down, like the burning heat in the daytime, like a dewy mist in the heat of harvest.'

5 For, before the harvest, once the flowering is over and blossom turns into ripening grape, the branches will be cut off with pruning knives, and the shoots taken off, cut away.

6 All has been abandoned to the mountain birds of prey and the wild animals: the birds of prey will summer on them, and all the wild animals winter on them.

Then, an offering will be brought to Yahweh Sabaoth on behalf of a people tall and bronzed, on behalf of a people feared far and near, on behalf of a mighty and masterful nation whose country is criss-crossed with rivers: to the place where the name of Yahweh Sabaoth resides, Mount Zion"., "

All men are created equal, Declaration of American Independence 1776; Thomas Jefferson".). **Not by Human evolution as Stated by Charles Darwin and supported by majority of World scientists or other believes.

"The History of Evolutionary Thought, From their experience as naturalists, Darwin and Wallace realized that the individual members of a species often differ from one another in form and function. Further, which individuals die in each generation is not arbitrary but depends to some extent on the structures and abilities of the organisms. This observation was the source of the theory of evolution by natural selection. As Wallace put it, "those which, year by year, survived this terrible destruction must be, on the whole,
those which have some little superiority enabling them to escape each special form of death to which the
great majority succumbed." Here you see the origin of the expression "survival of the fittest." That "little
superiority" that confers greater fitness might be better resistance to cold, more efficient digestion, or any
of hundreds of other advantages, some very subtle. Everything now fell into place. Darwin wrote: "It at
once struck me that under these circumstances favorable variations would tend to be preserved, and
unfavorable ones to be destroyed." Charles Darwin, in BIOLOGY Life on Earth; Fourth Edition page
309; By Teresa Audesirk Gerald Audesirk

University of Colorado at Denver ---


On-line resources for this chapter are on the World Wide Web at: http://www.prenhall.com/-audesirk
(click on the table of contents link and then select Chapter 16). "On Darwin's Birthday, Only 4 in 10
Believe in Evolution http://www.gallup.com/poll/114544/Darwin-Birthday-Believe-Evolut.. Wednesday,
May 09, 2012 Updated 08:30 AM ET

February 11, 2009 On Darwin's Birthday, Only 4 in 10 Believe in Evolution Belief drops to 24% among
frequent church attenders by Frank NewportPRINCETON, NJ--

On the eve of the 200th anniversary of Charles Darwin's birth, a new Gallup Poll shows that only 39% of
Americans say they "believe in the theory of evolution," while a quarter say they do not believe in the
theory, and another 36% don't have an opinion. "There is a notable difference between the opinion of
scientists and that of the general public in the United States. A 2009 poll by Pew Research Center found
that "Nearly all scientists (97%) say humans and other living things have evolved over time — 87% say
evolution is due to natural processes, such as natural selection. The dominant position among scientists —
that living things have evolved due to natural processes — is shared by only about third (32%) of the
public."". FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: THE PEW RESEARCH CENTER For The
People & The Press NEWS Release

1615L Street, NW, Suite 700 Washington, D.C. 20036 Tel (202) 419-4350 Fax (202) 419-4399.

http:www.people-press.org ""Nearly every scientific society, representing hundreds of thousands of
scientists, has issued official statements disputing this claim121 and a petition supporting the teaching of
evolutionary biology was endorsed by 72 US Nobel Prize winners. Additionally, US courts have ruled in
favor of teaching evolution in science classrooms, and against teaching creationism, in numerous cases
such as Edwards v. Aguillard, Hendren v. Campbell, McLean v. Arkansas and Kitzmiller v. Dover Area
School District.)

(In 1986, an amicus curiae brief, signed by 72 US Nobel Prize winners, 17 state academies of science and
7 other scientific societies, asked the US Supreme Court in Edwards v. Aguillard, to reject a Louisiana
state law requiring the teaching of creationism (which the brief described as embodying religious dogma).
This was the largest collection of Nobel Prize winners to sign anything up to that point, providing the
"clearest statement by scientists in support of evolution yet produced.").

MADI Theory of Human Creations(MATHC)asserted that RUBANGA plus MADI&LIA(Squared) =
Two Madiba.

R + ML(Squared)= 2. Expressed the relationships between Rubanga, Madi and Lia; the Three variables
and Human population that constituted in the creations in the Three dimensions.
Rubanga Equation (RE) \( R + ML \) squared = 2 Madiba. were the Human building block of creations. The Human building block variedly applied in the Space in Times in Creations Cycles constituted THE Creations in the Three dimensions.

The simultaneous and continuous regenerations of all the building blocks in the creation cycles constituted the creations in the Three dimensions. Ultimately, all the building blocks infinitely aligned into 7, 10 and 11 dimensions. Mathematically, creation is infinite. and as a result, Atcika didi meaning wide Red spread Cosmic Spectrum of Energy Rays are discharged in the Universe. The cosmic spectrum or Heavenly Energy Rays we had observed and continued to observe are the periodic emission of the Energy discharged during regeneration of all the building blocks in the Creations Cycles. Isaac Newton's Law of the Conservation of Energy states that "Energy is neither created nor destroyed, it simply changes from one form to another" 1687 was Energy Existance, A Discipline in the creation Cycles;

Robert Einstein's ""General Theory of Relativity. MC squared = Energy""(1905) was Quantum Mechanic, A Discipline in the creation Cycles. And Guth, Allen Professor at MIT and others calculated ""the predicted Spectrum of these fluctuations in (1982)"". The Theory of Cosmic Inflation, was simply Quantum Physic, A Discipline in the creation Cycles. ""These fluctuations could be seen Today as ripples in the Cosmic background Radiation, first detected by the COBE Satellite. in 1992"".

From the theory, Rubanga Equation (RE) \( R + ML \) squared = 2 Madiba. were the Human building block of creations. The Human building block variedly applied in the Space in Times in Creations Cycles constituted THE Creations in the Three dimensions. The simultaneous and continuous regenerations of all the building blocks in the creation cycles constituted the creations in the Three dimensions. Ultimately, all the building blocks infinitely aligned into 7, 10 and 11 dimensions. Mathematically, creation is infinite. and as a result, Atcika didi meaning wide Red spread Cosmic Spectrum of Energy Rays are discharged in the Universe.

RUBANGA, The Madi language, The Bibilia(The Bible), Dini meaning Religion, Dini lai meaning Religious dogma, Parabele(Philosophy of love, Parable), Eno(Architecture), Rudu meaning Forestry, Biology, Chemistry, Mechanic, Physics, Mathematics, Statistics, Bu meaning Cosomology and Beroniga meaning Ancient History are Disciplines in the Creations order. As such, the status of Human Being within the Creations Cycles is relative to its Creation Cycles. Meaning the position of Human Being is just a point within the Creation Cycles relative to others in the Creation Cycles.

**Not simply Energy discharged as stated in Robert Einstein General Theory of relativity.**

Mass times Constant Squared = Energy.

By applying MADI Theory of Human Creations(MATHC)Hypothesis; Human evolution and Natural selection is re-examined against RUBANGA, MADI and LIA were the sources of Human Genetics and GENES, compared and contrasted. When Human Genetics and GENES are applied in Human Creations and all other things else in the Universe, compared and contrasted to Human evolution;

The Human evolution conceptual framework from Monkey Apes to Human beings and Natural selection become irrelevant and discredited.

The existing World Civilization in Single dimension is therefore too inadequate to usher Humanity in the right dimension.

As such, an African Ancient Civilization is needed to usher Humanity in the right dimension.
2. Are we created equal in Rubanga Image as attested in the BIBILIA OLE REE meaning The Holy Bible? or by Evolution as stated by Charles Darwin, supported by majority of World Scientists and other believes?

4. Which one of the African Languages Rubanga had applied in Creations, Communication and feedback with the people Rubanga had created in the Space in Time?

And much more...

**Cautions to the readers: As you embark on understanding the most exciting Mystery of Human Creations and all other components in the Universe, how they are inextricably linked with one another in the creations order in the Three dimensions.

RUBANGA do not need Samples Data and Hypothesis to create. MADI Theory of Human Creations (MATHC)Hypothesis was added to enable the readers easily grasp and comprehend how the various disciplines perfectly fitted and merged into the Creations order.

Creations Oder that included all other Disciplines of Human Civilization known to Mankind.

no prior specialty is therefore required to understand the Creations. Whether you are Bible Believers, Historians, Philosophers or Biologists etc. You would be able to easily read and comprehend the basic knowledge of creations.

Creatively, "Rubanga created man in His own image and all other things else in the Universe .(Bibilia), Genesis chapter 1". Most importantly, RUBANGA'S Human creation, The Ten Commandments, Seven Days creations and Tree of life are true Stories.
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